
AP Human Geography with Mr. Grossman                 2018 - 2019 
 
Course Overview 

AP® Human Geography is a yearlong course that focuses on the distribution, processes, and effects of human 
populations on the planet. Units of study focus around a constant consideration of the concepts of place and spatial relativity 
that emphasize the interconnectivity of today’s globalized world. Topics include (but are not limited to) population & migration 
trends, cultural phenomena (including language, religion, ethnicity), political geography, and economic trends of industry, 
agriculture, and urban geography. 

To ensure success on the AP® exam in May, the course will place heavy emphasis on geographic models and their 
applications. To solidify understanding of these models, trends and phenomena, we will discuss case study examples from 
around the globe, providing students with broad spectrum of new perspectives on the world and compare these scenarios to 
both the United States and locally to Colorado.  Internet and interactive activities will be used to explore certain topics and to get 
students engaged in rigorous and meaningful discussion. 

However, to successfully complete the class (in addition to the AP® Exam), students will not only need to acquire a 
strong understanding of the aforementioned skills, but will also be expected to engage in rigorous discussions and coursework 
(inside and outside of the classroom) to take their geographic skills a step further.  DSA students have unique talents and 
leadership potential that is particularly important for Human Geography and will be pushed to identify examples of geographic 
trends and phenomena that they find to have negative impacts, and will be asked to construct a well-founded method of 
attempting to counteract those negative influences.  This can include issues such as resource sustainability, gender roles, 
distribution of wealth, international economic competition, climate change and so much more. Overall, the course encourages 
students to not only comprehend the content, but also act as problem-solvers for some of the most significant geographic issues 
of our day. 
 
College Board™ Course Goals 

• Use and think about maps and spatial data. 
• Understand and interpret the implications of associations among phenomena in places. 
• Recognize and interpret at different scales the relationships among patterns and practices. 
• Define regions and evaluate the regionalization process. 
• Characterize and analyze changing interconnections among places. 
• Construct applicable methods of addressing geospatial/human geographic problems. 
• Prepare students for future AP courses and eventually college. 

 
Characteristics of a well-prepared AP Student: Students entering AP Human Geography not only have the 
challenge of adjusting to high school, but they also face the task of adjusting to college curriculum right out of 
middle school. Please consider the qualities of a successful and happy AP Human Geography student: 
• Humility: Recognize that while you may have straight A’s through middle school, this class will likely demand 

more time, effort and growth than any other class. Do not take it personally if you do not secure an A in the 
course. 

• Diligence: DSA students already have many commitments and expectations. Know that this class will add more 
expectations and work to your schedule. Be prepared to persevere and manage your time efficiently. 

• Positivity: Many 9th graders slip into high levels of stress and anxiety due to the work expected of them. 
Unwarranted complaining and negativity will not be tolerated inside OR outside the classroom. 

• Respect: Have faith that I am doing what is best for you and your academic development. The high 
expectations are designed to make sure you do well on the AP exam, in future DSA courses, in college and 
beyond. 
 

Required Materials 
• A 2-inch (or larger) binder devoted solely to this class 
• Dividers (label and order as followed) 

o Unit 1: General Geographic Skills 
o Unit 2: Culture & Cultural Identity 
o Unit 3: Agriculture & Rural Land Use 
o Unit 4: Population & Migration 
o Unit 5: Geopolitics & Global Economies 
o Unit 6: Industries, Services & Urban Geography 
o Unit 7: Globalization & Humanized Environment 
o KUDOS & Review Material 

Required Textbooks 
• Human Geography: People, Place, 

and Culture, 11th Edition  
by Erin H. Fouberg, Alexander B. 

Murphy, H. J. de Blij 
11th Edition ISBN: 978-1-118-

79314-5 
• KAPLAN AP Human Geography 

Review Guide (2015, 2016 or 2017) 
by September of 2018 

 
 
Contacting Mr. Grossman 
Students, please feel free to:   
• email me at Jeremy_grossman@dpsk12.net using your 

DPS email address 
• come in person when I’m available before school, at lunch 

or after school (see calendar posted on white board) 

Parents, please feel free to:   
• email me at Jeremy_grossman@dpsk12.net 
 



Important Class Policies: 
 

Grading  
 
Grades are determined by a simple points system based on points earned out of points available. The point 
values reflect the levels of proficiency on the course rubric and should be used to measure student 
achievement throughout the semester. There is NO extra credit available in AP Human Geo, so students cannot 
depend upon additional work to make up for missed assignments or incomplete work. Semester grades are 
determined by the following: 

Semesters 1 & 2 Classwork/Homework 
(Process/Practice): 30% of total grade 
-Reading Notes 
-In-class discussions/debates/Active Listening 
(5% of this category) 
-Case studies & article analysis 
-KUDOS, Study Guides & Reading Guides 
-Research Projects/Objectives & Peer Evaluations 
 

Semesters 1 & 2 Quizzes/Tests/Projects (Product):  
60% of total grade 
-Reading quizzes 
-Case study assignments 
-Unit Collaborative Research Projects/Objectives 
-Unit Tests 
-Unit Projects/Research Papers 
 

Semester 1 Cumulative Final Exam: 10% of 
total grade 
-Multiple Choice exam that covers all material 
discussed in Semester 1 
 

Semester 2 Final Humanitarian Research Project: 10% 
of total grade 
-Team research project world culminating with a community 
showcase in May 2019. 
-STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT IN ATTENDANCE WILL NOT 
RECEIVE FULL CREDIT FOR THIS PROJECT 
 

Numerically, DPS breaks grades down as such: A (93–100); A- (90-92); B+ (87-89); B (83-86); B- (80-82); C+ (77-
79); C (73-76); C- (70-72); D (60-69); F (0-59). 
 
I calculate semester grades using only one gradebook per semester. This means that each marking period report 
card is only a progress report and is not a grade set in stone. Your grade will be 70% product (projects, paragraphs, 
skill portfolios, research, essays), 20% process (mostly Do Nows and Participation Points) and 10% the semester 
final. 
 
Additionally, grades on assignments, projects, exams & quizzes are absolutely non-negotiable in my class. 
Neither students, nor parents should make any attempt to challenge a grade or negotiate a grade change with me. 
As mentioned above, if your student is concerned about the grades they have earned on an assignment, they are 
always welcome to come in for additional support or even to ask for additional feedback to then implement on 
future assignments.  All grades at the end of the semester are final, no matter how close to a grade-level 
difference they may be as IC already generously automatically rounds up grades that are within .5 of the next 
grade. 
 
That said, if an assignment was graded but not entered into the gradebook or entered incorrectly, students should 
absolutely inform me so I may investigate and then, most likely correct. 
  
Plagiarism 
 
Plagiarism is an unacceptable response to completing an assignment and as such all plagiarized assignments will 
receive an F (0%). This especially includes taking more than 3 to 5 words in a row from sites like Sparknotes, 
Schmop, Gradesaver, etc. If you are not sure if you are plagiarizing, it’s up to you to ask! However, all students will 
be able to redo their first plagiarized assignment to receive a 50% on the assignment. After the second time, the 
redo will be eligible for 25% on the assignment. There will be no possibility for redo opportunities after the third 
time; instead, a parent-teacher conference will be triggered if one has not already taken place to determine the 
causes for the behavior and to develop strategies to eliminate the practice.  
 
Plagiarism is also the taking of another student’s words and claiming them as your own. Be aware that Google 
Docs records and time stamps every word you write into the document. The same consequences listed above will 
be used for the cheating student. However, the student who shared their work with the cheating student will also 
receive an automatic two grade penalty (i.e. an A- will become a C-) as you have shared your work with another 
intentionally or unintentionally for the purpose of cheating. Be careful with what you do with your assignments. If a 
friend asks you how you did something, talk to them and provide verbal support, don’t wholesale share your hard 
work.  
 



Additionally, plagiarism on either semester final, however, receives an automatic 0 without any opportunity to redo 
for reduced credit as their will not be time to investigate or bring students in for the chance for a redo. 
 
Work Not Turned In or Turned In Properly 
 
It is extremely important that you turn everything in properly and to turn everything in on time. All major 
assignments turned in receive at least a D- (60%), as long as they demonstrate a meaningful attempt to do the 
work. 
 
However, all assignments not turned in on time or turned in properly receive an F (50%). This might look like the 
following: student never shared the folder/document on Google Docs, student never submitted the assignment on 
Google Classroom, student left the assignment at home, student never did the assignment to begin with, or student 
submitted a blank document/template as their assignment, student was late to class and missed announcement to 
turn assignment in and thus, forgot to do so. 
 
A reminder: a 50% F is meant to not aggressively penalize students for failing to complete a major assignment and 
provide increased opportunity to earn a passing grade.  
 
I do not accept work not turned in by the deadline for possible credit without advanced notice. Due dates 
are not a choose your own adventure. It’s very important for students to learn the time management skills to 
keep up with assignments and to use class time effectively. When students are working on late work, they are not 
working on current work, which can lead to a cycle of being perpetually behind, which benefits no one. Thus, 
students who feel they will not be able to or have not been able to complete an assignment due to unusual 
circumstances must see me privately (this can be in person or via email); I am often flexible with deadlines if you 
see me before something is due.   

• For example, “I am currently in over my head with my work on the school play and know that I won’t have 
the time I need over the next two days, so I’d like to request one more day to finish the essay” 

 
The third time a student asks for an extension, in order to receive the extension, the student must agree to a time 
management conference with me. We will then reverse engineer how the student may have completed the 
assignment on time. If the problem is personal or emotional, we will then figure out a way either together or with 
counselors to get you more support and create a plan to help you be as successful as possible. 
 
Absent Make Up 
 
DSA policy states that students will not be academically penalized for their first 5 excused and/or unexcused 
absences for the whole school year.  After these first 5 absences, students must present appropriate 
documentation in order for additional absences to be excused and to have the ability to complete make up work.  
Students with unexcused absences after the first 5 absences will not have the ability to complete make up work and 
will receive a 50% for the not turned in on time or properly work.  
 
Work that was due on the absent day is expected to be turned in by the time the student returns to class. I will 
rarely remind students to turn in work when they have been absent, so it will be the responsibility of the student to 
turn what they need to in when returning from an absence. Work that was due electronically on the day of the 
absence should have already been shared or submitted electronically prior to the absence, but student will turn in 
the rubric on the day they return. 
 
When students are absent they should go to their in-class folder to find any assignments given out that day. More 
information can be found on Google Classroom. Students will then have 48 hours from the class that they miss to 
turn in any make-up work unless otherwise stated by me. Depending on the assignment, I might provide an 
additionally pushed back deadline. Also, being absent the day before an assignment is due does not mean the due 
date has changed unless the day missed involved class work time on the assignment. 
 
If students have field trips or other art obligations, they should see me prior to the obligation to find out what they 
will miss. However, do not ask me this weeks in advance as I will likely not have fully prepared yet what you will 
need. 
 
Class Folder 
 
You will use your class folder to turn physical assignments and rubrics in and to receive graded assignments or 
rubrics for digital work back. The class folder doesn’t leave the room and gets picked up at the beginning of class 
and returned at the end of class. Folders not picked up at the beginning of class (e.g. absent students) will then 



have the day’s materials added into them. Honors folders will go in an Honors bin for the period and non-Honors 
folders will go in the non-Honors bin for the period. 
 
Your folder is not your binder. It is a delivery system. Also, not all assignments will be graded immediately, so make 
sure to have patience if an assignment sits in your folder for a bit. Additionally, this system is not designed to 
infantilize you, but is helpful for me as an organizational system for collecting work and delivered needed materials 
to absent students. 
 
Google Classroom/Drive/DPS Gmail 
 
I have a class website (sites.google.com/dpsk12.net/grossmandsa/), but we will almost exclusively use Google 
Classroom. There you will find posted assignments and resources if you are absent. Additionally, almost all digital 
assignments will be submitted on Classroom. If you have trouble with Classroom or Drive, do not wait to ask for 
support. 
 
I plan for us use Google Drive a fair amount in class. Students are expected to both use and CHECK their DPS 
email/drive. It is the responsibility of all students to check their DPS email at least once a week. I will use this email 
to send reminders to students when they are absent or to contact students if there is something wrong with their 
assignments (or if I cannot access them). Students should use their DPS gmail accounts and not their personal 
accounts as I don’t want to have to juggle which students use their personal email and which students use their 
school email. 
 
Classroom Expectations and Rules 
 
To ensure that my classroom is a safe and productive learning environment for every student, I have the following 
classroom rules: 

1. Follow directions the first time they are given. 
2. Keep your hands, feet, and personal belongings to yourself at all times. 
3. Be respectful: No profanity, put-downs, name-calling, teasing or “playing.” 
4. Mind your own business.  Do not make comments about other students.  All business in the classroom is 

my business. 
5. Class time is for class activities only. No unapproved electronic usage. No food or drink. No distracting 

items. 
 
Electronic Usage 
 
Often during projects or certain assignments, it might be permitted to use cellphones during class. This would be 
when there aren’t chromebooks available or the task required cannot be completed by a chromebook. Thus, only 
when given permission for the specific assignment may students have cellphones out. Otherwise, when you walk in 
the classroom, all electronics or electronic related devices must be turned off and put away.  
 
You will get one warning if I see you using your phone when not permitted or in a manner not permitted. This rule 
lasts from the start of class to the end of class, which is when I dismiss you. After that, I will take your device and 
keep it until the end of the period. I do this to prevent you from continuing to be distracted from your learning by 
your device. Almost all communication you may need to make can wait up to 90 minutes. If, however, there is an 
emergency, please let me know and I can send you down to the office. 
 
Additionally, my outlets are not an electrical station and I cannot be held responsible for lost or stolen phones. If 
you choose to plug your phone into any outlet in my room, I will hold your phone AND your charger for the period 
without giving you a warning. 
 
Food/Drink 
 
While I do not personally dislike the consumption of food or beverages during class, I do abhor the leaving of 
bottles, wrappers, or even remnants of food inside my desks. As such, only water bottles will be allowed in 
class. No food will be permitted to be eaten in class during class time. This means that if I see you after lunch, 
you should use your lunch for eating. Make sure to eat breakfast before class begins. Use your breaks between 
class for snacking. That said, if something comes up that prevents you from eating lunch or breakfast, let me know 
and we will work something out. 
 
 
 



Holistic Evaluation of Student’s Geographic Abilities 
Throughout the year, the following rubric will be used to measure and monitor student growth. These items are 
based upon curricular expectations, as well as academic skillsets necessary to prepare for success in upper-level 
high school courses and eventually college. All above methods of assessment and practice are intended to help 
students move to a “Meets” or “Advanced” status by the end of the school year. 
 

AP Human Geo. Skills 
Rubric 

Approaches 
(Developing) 

Meets 
(Proficient) 

Advanced 
(Distinguished) 

I. Understanding Maps 
& Empirical Data: 
Interpret cartographic 
and geographical data 
based upon a variety of 
types of maps and 
themes. 

-Developing recognition of basic 
cartographic communication methods 
in all types of maps: symbolization, 
simplification, classification & 
induction 
 
- Developing understanding of 
geographical data as conveyed 
through charts, graphs and other 
empirical information 

-Strong recognition of basic cartographic 
communication methods in all types of 
maps: symbolization, simplification, 
classification & induction 
 
-Strong understanding of geographical 
data as conveyed through charts, graphs 
and other empirical information 

-Exemplary recognition of basic 
cartographic communication methods 
in all types of maps: symbolization, 
simplification, classification & 
induction 
 
-Exemplary understanding of 
geographical data as conveyed 
through charts, graphs and other 
empirical information 

II. Connecting 
Phenomena: 
Use cartographic and 
empirical geographic 
evidence to support 
their understanding of 
the causes, effects and 
significance of physical 
and human 
phenomena. 
 

-Developing understanding of the 
causes and subsequent effects of 
physical and human phenomena 
 
-Somewhat accurate or developing 
argument of the significance of 
physical and human phenomena  
 
-Provides limited empirical and 
cartographic evidence to support 
cause and effect analysis 

-Strong understanding of the causes and 
subsequent effects of physical and human 
phenomena 
 
-Accurately argues the significance of 
physical and human phenomena  
 
-Provides sufficient empirical and 
cartographic evidence to support cause 
and effect analysis 

-Exemplary understanding of the 
causes and subsequent effects of 
physical and human phenomena 
 
-Accurately argues the significance of 
physical and human phenomena 
 
-Provides exemplary empirical and 
cartographic evidence to support 
cause and effect analysis  

III. Evaluation of 
Models: 
Argue the strengths 
and weaknesses of 
geographic theories 
and models by using 
evidence from primary 
and secondary 
information to support 
their evaluations.  
  

-Demonstrates limited understanding 
of the meaning geographic theories 
and models 
 
-Presents a limited argument of 
strengths and weaknesses of 
geographical theories and models; 
only focuses on strengths or 
weaknesses 
 
-Provides limited evidence to support 
evaluation of geographical theories 
and models 

-Demonstrates sufficient understanding of 
the meaning geographic theories and 
models 
 
-Presents well developed argument of 
both strengths and weaknesses of 
geographical theories and models 
 
-Provides sufficient evidence to support 
evaluation of geographical theories and 
models 

-Demonstrates advanced 
understanding of the meaning 
geographic theories and models 
 
-Presents well developed argument 
of both strengths and weaknesses of 
geographical theories and models 
 
-Provides exemplary evidence to 
support evaluation of geographical 
theories and models 

IV. Humanitarianism & 
Equity: 
Determine the 
geographic factors 
contributing to 
contemporary social, 
environmental, 
economic and political 
issues and will 
construct geographical 
solutions to such 
issues. 

-Accurately argues the geographic 
factors leading to such issues 
 
-Presents limited evidence to support 
argument about geographic factors 
leading to issues 
 
-Constructs a developing 
geographical plan to solve 
contemporary social, environmental, 
economic and political issues 

-Accurately argues the geographic factors 
leading to such issues 
 
-Presents sufficient evidence to support 
argument about geographic factors 
leading to issues 
 
-Constructs a strong geographical plan to 
solve contemporary social, environmental, 
economic and political issues 

-Accurately and succinctly argues the 
geographic factors leading to such 
issues 
 
-Presents exemplary evidence to 
support argument about geographic 
factors leading to issues 
 
-Constructs a robust and well-
founded geographical plan to solve 
contemporary social, environmental, 
economic and political issues 

V. Work Ethic:  
Exhibits consistent 
work ethic with a 
dedication to learning 
(clear motivation 
toward improving on 
skills and content 
necessary for success 
in criteria listed above.)  

-Demonstrates limited dedication to 
complete work (in-class & homework) 
fully and on time 
 
-Shows limited investment in 
classroom discussions and in-class 
activities 
 
-Requires consistent reinforcement of 
responsibilities by teacher, parent 
and/or administrator to complete work 
 
-Shows limited dedication to 
improving upon areas of growth and 
overall grade, based upon skills 
indicated above 

-Demonstrates sufficient dedication to 
complete work (in-class & homework) fully 
and on time 
 
-Shows sufficient investment in classroom 
discussions and in-class activities 
 
-Requires limited/little reinforcement of 
responsibilities by teacher, parent and/or 
administrator to complete work 
 
-Shows sufficient dedication to improving 
upon areas of growth and overall grade, 
based upon skills indicated above 

-Demonstrates exemplary dedication 
to complete work (in-class & 
homework) fully and on time 
 
-Shows exemplary investment in 
classroom discussion and in-class 
activities 
 
-Requires no reinforcement of 
responsibilities by teacher, parent 
and/or administrator to complete 
work 
 
-Shows exemplary dedication to 
improving upon areas of growth and 
overall grade, based upon skills 
indicated above 

 
 
 



 
For the Student:    Preferred First Name: ___________________________ 
 
What is your major? 
 
Why do you attend DSA? 
 
 
 
What pronouns (she/her, he/him, they/them, ze/zir, etc.) do you use for yourself? 
 
 
Where do you see yourself in ten years? 
 
  
 
What do I need to know about you (how you learn, your past educational experiences, your talents, etc.) to help 
you be successful in this course? 
 
 
 
 
 
Pre-Student Perception Survey 
What does it look like for a teacher to treat you well? 
 
 
 
 
What does it look like for a teacher to show they care about you? 
 
 
 
 
 
What does it look like for a teacher to make learning interesting? 
 
 
 
 
 
Student and Parent Agreements 
 
I, (student name) ________________________________, have read the Mr. Grossman’s AP Human 
Geography syllabus and understand the classroom policies. I will do my best this year to learn and to be 
a respectful and responsible member of the DSA community. Additionally, I will agree to work on my self-
advocacy skills to ensure that if I am in need of more support or a solution to a concern, then I can work 
with Mr. Grossman to find a mutually agreeable way to get what I need. 
 
I, (parent(s) name) _______________________________________________________________, have 
read the Mr. Grossman’s US History syllabus and understand the classroom policies. I will work to 
support my student at home and help them manage their time and stress throughout the school year. 
Additionally, I will agree to support my student develop or enhance their self-advocacy skills to ensure 
that if they are in need of more support or a solution to a concern, then they can work with Mr. Grossman 
to find a mutually agreeable way to get what they need. 
 
 
_________________________________ ______________________________ 
Student Signature      Parent/Guardian Signature

 


